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In this paper we show how the fault-tolerant quantum error-correction scheme recently proposed by DiVin-
cenzo and Shor @Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3260 ~1996!# can be made more efficient. Our scheme, unlike the earlier
one, can deal with a single error between the quantum gate operations that are required for the implementation
of the quantum error correction without repeated generation of error syndromes. For errors during gate opera-
tions we have to produce fewer error syndromes as we generate them conditionally on the previous one. We
show how to generalize the method to arbitrary error-correcting codes. @S1050-2947~97!04706-9#
PACS number~s!: 03.65.2w, 89.70.1c, 89.80.1hSoon after the idea of quantum computation became an
active part of current research through the seminal work of
Shor on factorization @1#, decoherence and especially spon-
taneous emission was recognized as a major problem that
cannot be ignored, at least when one is interested in practical
applications especially including the factorization of large
numbers @2–4#. It has become clear that efficient error-
correction methods have to be found to overcome decoher-
ence if we are ever to realize the possibility of building a
quantum computer. In fact, inspired by the theory of classical
error correction @5#, Shor, Calderbank and Shor, and, inde-
pendently, Steane @6–9#, proposed quantum error-correction
codes able to correct errors that occur during the storage of
quantum bits ~qubits!. More error-correction codes have
been discovered and theoretical work has elucidated the
structure of quantum codes @10–26# even further.
However, these investigations have dealt with the prob-
lem of processing the stored information and not with the
correction of errors that might occur during gate operation. A
significant step forward in this direction was made by Shor
and DiVincenzo @19,21#. In @19# the idea of fault-tolerant
implementation of quantum gates was developed, where one
error would not lead to many errors, and hence can be cor-
rected by subsequent error correction. An example of a fault-
tolerant network for error correction was proposed in @21#. It
has the important property of being able to perform error
correction even if an error occurs in the process of error
correction. To be more precise, if the incoming state is error
free, and one error occurs during the error correction, then
the outgoing state will have, at most, one error. This is a
substantial improvement compared to previous error correct-
ing networks, where one error during error correction usually
results in more than one error in the outgoing state. How-
ever, the network given in @21# has this fault-tolerant prop-
erty only if the generation of the error syndrome is repeated
for at least three times. It is, however, possible to improve
this network such that these errors can be dealt with gener-
ating a smaller number of error syndromes. This obviously
improves the performance of the whole scheme. In this paper
we describe how to achieve fault-tolerance for errors during
gate operations in error correction using arbitrary error-
correcting codes. We give a detailed exposition of the ideas551050-2947/97/55~6!/4593~4!/$10.00for the optimal single error-correcting code given which was
investigated in @21# and show how we improve its efficiency.
Before we present our improved protocol for fault-
tolerant error correction, we briefly review the procedure
given in @21# and show what its problems are if errors occur
during gate operation. The network under consideration ~see
Fig. 1! performs the error correction for a five-bit, single
error-correcting code @11,12# with the code words
uO˜ &5uC0&1uC1&, ~1!
u1˜&5uC0&2uC1&, ~2!
where
FIG. 1. Fault-tolerant network given in @21#: R describes a one-
bit rotation which takes u0&!(u0&1u1&)/& and u1&!(u0&
2u1&)/& . An encircled cross denotes a NOT operation, while a
small circle denotes a control bit. The first five qubits are encoded
in the superposition of uC0& and uC1& given in Eq. ~3!, while each of
the last four ‘‘lines’’ represents four qubits initially in the state
uC&, as in Eq. ~5!. At the end the error syndrome is obtained by
performing a measurement on these 16 qubits after which appropri-
ate correction is applied to the first five qubits.4593 © 1997 The American Physical Society
4594 55BRIEF REPORTSuC0&5u00000&1u11000&1u01100&1u00110&1u00011&
1u10001&2u10100&2u01010&2u00101&2u10010&
2u01001&2u11110&2u01111&2u10111&2u11011&
2u11101& ~3!
and uC1& being the state where each qubit is inverted with
respect to uC0&. A fault-tolerant error-correcting network for
this code is presented in Fig. 1. It should be noted that it
differs from the network given in @21# in that we have rear-
ranged the CNOT gates such that they form two groups where
the second group is enclosed in one-bit rotations. This rear-
rangement is useful as it ensures, unlike the original network
in @21#, that errors between the gates can be dealt with fault
tolerantly without additional techniques like conditional gen-
eration of error syndromes or the repeated generation of error
syndromes. The problem of the original network in @21# can
easily be seen when one applies an amplitude error ~NOT
operation! in qubit 2 just before the last CNOT gate that uses
qubit 2 as a control bit. Using the resulting syndrome to
‘‘correct’’ the error would lead to a resulting state with two
errors. The restructured network in Fig. 1 corrects these er-
rors properly. Note also that the network in Fig. 1 can be
constructed directly without first constructing the network of
@21#. In fact, the network in Fig. 1 is closely related to
the generators @9# of the error-correcting code Eq. ~3!.
These generators are G15Y (00101)X(11000), G2
5Y (10010)X(01100), G35Y (01001)X(00110), and G4
5Y (10100)X(00011), where a nonzero entry in Y (•••)
means that a phase error is applied to the corresponding bit,
while a nonzero entry in X(•••) means that an amplitude
error is applied to the corresponding bit. If we arrange the
generators in a matrix
00101
10010
01001
10100
U110000110000110
00011
~4!
we can use the following construction. If the ith column on
the left-hand side of Eq. ~4! has a nonzero entry in the j th
row then a CNOT with a control bit on the ith bit of the code
and target bit in the j th bit of the error syndrome has to be
applied. Using the right-hand side of Eq. ~4! we can analo-
gously construct the CNOT gates that are situated between the
one-bit rotations in Fig. 1. This construction is, in fact,
equivalent to the one given in @21# except for the fact that we
have ordered the CNOT gates into two groups instead of four.
From this equivalence one can immediately see that the con-
structed network of Fig. 1 produces the correct error syn-
dromes and also that the procedure generalizes to arbitrary
error-correcting codes given that we know the generators of
that code.
The incoming encoded state is represented by the top five
lines in Fig. 1. The lower four lines represent the error syn-
drome and are prepared in a known state. It should be noted
that, to ensure fault-tolerant operation, each line ~qubit! of
the error syndrome actually consists of four separate qubits,
initially prepared in a state with zero parity of the formuC&5 (
n ,n1¯50
un&, ~5!
where 1¯5(1111) and n3 1¯ is the bitwise product modulo 2
@19#. That means that uc& is the equally weighted superposi-
tion of all four-qubit states of even parity. The action of the
four CNOT operations on a qubit of the syndrome then has to
be rearranged as indicated in Fig. 2. This ensures that, after
an error in one of the CNOT gates, no backaction of errors
takes place which would otherwise lead to multiple errors in
the outgoing state @19#. One might think that this task could
also be achieved with the initial syndrome state uC&
5u0000& instead of the one given in Eq. ~5!. This is, how-
ever, not so, as then different code words would lead to
different states of uC& , which would then enable us to single
out one superposition state of the code from a measurement
of the state resulting from uC&. The state Eq. ~5!, in contrast,
contains only information about its parity. It can now be
checked that the network presented in Fig. 1 is indeed fault
tolerant if errors occur between operations of its quantum
gates. In Table I we present the possible syndromes and the
FIG. 2. This diagram represents how the controlled NOTs from
Fig. 1 are to be applied in order to avoid backaction of errors.
TABLE I. All possible single bit errors and their corresponding
syndromes that may occur in the network of Fig. 1 are listed. Xi
denotes an amplitude error in bit i , Y i a phase error in bit i and
Zi5XiY i . All syndromes are different so that it is possible to cor-
rect a general single bit error.
Error
Syndrome
a0 ,a1 ,a2 ,a3
X0 0101
X1 0010
X2 1001
X3 0100
X4 1010
Y 0 1000
Y 1 1100
Y 2 0110
Y 3 0011
Y 4 0001
Z0 1101
Z1 1110
Z2 1111
Z3 0111
Z4 1011
55 4595BRIEF REPORTSrelated errors, Xi ~amplitude error on the ith bit!, Y i ~phase
error on the ith bit!, and Zi5XiY i .
We now show, by means of an example, that one error
during the operation of a CNOT can lead to two errors in the
‘‘corrected’’ state in the scheme presented in Fig. 1 when
only one syndrome is generated. Assume that an error during
the CNOT operation between bit 0 and a3 has an effect as if
there was an amplitude error in both bit 0 and bit a3 ~in
general the effect will be a superposition of many possible
two-bit errors!. Then according to Table I the error syndrome
would indicate an amplitude error X3 which would subse-
quently be ‘‘corrected’’ and the outgoing state then has two
amplitude errors in bits 0 and 3. A state with two errors,
however, cannot be dealt with by subsequent error-correction
steps which would, in actual fact, add even more errors to the
state. Therefore, the error-correction procedure in Fig. 1 can-
not be regarded as fault tolerant if errors occur during the
gate operation. This is an important shortcoming because
most errors will occur during the quantum gate operation and
not in between, as the time delay between successive quan-
tum gates can be made much smaller than the time required
to perform a quantum gate. Shor @19# solves this problem by
multiple generation of error syndromes and subsequent ma-
jority decision.
In the following, however, we will show that the error-
correction scheme of DiVincenzo and Shor @21#, which we
have discussed above, can be made more efficient such that
less additional syndromes have to be generated. To achieve
this we had to rearrange the network that generates the error
syndrome as explained above and shown in Fig. 1, and sec-
ondly we have to repeat the generation of the above error
syndrome conditional on the result of the first syndrome be-
fore we decide on the error-correction step itself. Due to the
additional information introduced by this conditional repeti-
tion and the improved network we are now able to treat
errors that occurred during gate operations. This is possible
because although an error that occurs during a quantum gate
introduces a two-bit error, one of the errors is in the syn-
drome. The error in the syndrome, however, does not propa-
gate, as each syndrome is measured before the next one is
produced. In Table II the two possible outcomes for the first
syndrome are shown together with the appropriate action that
has to be taken. Using Table II it is now simple to check that
the network in Fig. 1, together with the conditional genera-
tion of the error syndrome, is capable of fault-tolerant error
correction even if an error occurs at an arbitrary position in
the error-correcting network. It should be noted that we only
produced another syndrome if there was an error either in the
incoming state or during the error-correction network. This,
TABLE II. The possible results for the syndrome S1 after, at
most, one error at an arbitrary position in the network in Fig. 3, are
shown together with the appropriate action that has to be taken for
each of the outcomes.
Syndrome Action
S150 No correction
S1Þ0 Generate another syndrome and
correct error indicated by ithowever, means that an error in the construction of the ad-
ditional syndrome would be a second-order effect which we
neglect here as we are only dealing with single error-
correcting codes. It should also be noted that it is important
that the second syndrome is produced conditional on the first
one. If we would generate two syndromes from the outset
then we could obtain ambiguous results exactly in the case
where the first syndrome does not indicate an error but the
second one does. This would then require the generation of
yet a third syndrome conditional on the outcome of the first
two syndromes. DiVincenzo and Shor use a majority deci-
sion of many error syndromes and, therefore, need to gener-
ate at least three syndromes in every error-correction step.
We can summarize the result of our error correction pro-
tocol with conditional generation of error syndromes by: If
the incoming state is error free and only one error occurs at
an arbitrary position during the network operation, the out-
going state has at most one error. If the incoming state has
one error and no further error occurs during the error correc-
tion then the outgoing state will be corrected perfectly.
This allows fault-tolerant error correction if at most one
error occurs in the incoming state and the error-correction
step together. This is achieved by rearranging the network
given in @21#, as shown in Fig. 1, and using the idea of
conditional construction of error syndromes in a variation of
the ‘‘fault-tolerant’’ error-correction network given by @21#.
The scheme of @21# required the generation of at least three
error syndromes and is, therefore, less efficient than the
closely related procedure presented here. Therefore the error-
correction protocol with conditional generation of the error
syndrome, as presented here is able to cope with a slightly
higher error rate per gate.
Now let us briefly point out how the procedure of condi-
tional generation of error syndromes can be extended to ar-
bitrary error-correcting codes. The network that generates the
error syndrome of the code can simply be generated, as was
explained in this paper, using the matrix formed by the gen-
erators Gi of the code. Alternatively we can construct the
network as described in @21# and then rearrange it such that
we obtain two groups of CNOT gates. The conditional gen-
eration of the error syndrome now has to take account of the
fact that the code might be designed to correct more than one
error. Therefore, higher-order processes are now important
and cannot be neglected as in the conditional generation of
the error syndromes given for the single error-correcting
code. However, the idea is easily generalized. Assume we
have a code that corrects two errors. Then we construct the
first error syndrome S1 and if it indicates an error we con-
struct another syndrome S2 . If it equals the first syndrome
S1 then no error has occurred during the generation of the
error syndrome S2 and we can correct the error indicated by
S2 . Otherwise we construct a third syndrome S3 which will
then represent the correct error because another ~third! rep-
resents a third-order process. Quite analogously we proceed
for a d error-correcting code for which again we have to
construct error syndromes until we are sure we have found
one that represents the error. This decision depends on all
error syndromes generated before. For a d error-correcting
code we will have to construct at most d11 error syndromes
but usually less as we use information from all syndromes.
The result that the conditional generation of error syn-
4596 55BRIEF REPORTSdromes reduces the number of generated syndromes, and
therefore the number of computational steps, is interesting
also in the context of accuracy thresholds to quantum com-
putation @27,28# which could be improved using these tech-
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